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Abstrat
The Pulse Synhronization problem an be loosely desribed as targeting to invoke a reurring
distributed event as simultaneously as possible at the dierent nodes and with a frequeny that is as
regular as possible. This target beomes surprisingly subtle and diult to ahieve when faing both
transient and permanent failures. In this paper we present an algorithm for pulse synhronization that
self-stabilizes while at the same time tolerating a permanent presene of Byzantine faults. The Byzantine
nodes might inessantly try to de-synhronize the orret nodes. Transient failures might throw the
system into an arbitrary state in whih orret nodes have no ommon notion what-so-ever, suh as time
or round numbers, and an thus not infer anything from their own loal states upon the state of other
orret nodes. The presented algorithm grants nodes the ability to infer that eventually all orret nodes
will invoke their pulses within a very short time interval of eah other and will do so regularly.
Pulse synhronization has previously been shown to be a powerful tool for designing general self-
stabilizing Byzantine algorithms and is hitherto the only method that provides for the general design
of eient pratial protools in the onuene of these two fault models. The diulty, in general, to
design any algorithm in this fault model may be indiated by the remarkably few algorithms resilient
to both fault models. The few published self-stabilizing Byzantine algorithms are typially ompliated
and sometimes onverge from an arbitrary initial state only after exponential or super exponential time.
The presented pulse synhronization algorithm will onverge by only assuming that eventually the
ommuniation network delivers messages within bounded, say d, time units, and the number of Byzantine
nodes, f, obeys the n > 3f inequality, for a network of n nodes. The attained pulse synhronization
tightness is 3d with a onvergene time of a onstant number of pulse yles (eah ontaining O(f)
ommuniation rounds).
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1 Introdution
The diulty of fault tolerant synhronization: Coordination and synhronization are among the
most fundamental elements of a distributed task. Nodes typially infer about the state of the other orret
nodes from their own internal states. In the lassi distributed paradigms some extent of initial synhrony
or onsisteny is always assumed [8℄. Even in the lassi asynhronous network model, although nothing is
assumed on the time taken for message delivery, it is typially assumed that nodes have a ontrolled and
ommon initialization phase [10℄. Thus it is assumed that the global state is at least partially onsistent
so that orret nodes have a ommon notion as to when the system last initialized. This greatly failitates
the progression of the algorithm in asynhronous rounds in whih a node knows that if it has ommened
some spei round r then all other orret nodes have progressed to at least some lesser round. This leads
to a state-mahine repliation approah as a general framework to address the onsisteny in a distributed
environment (see [13℄). Typially, the asynhronous model does not allow for deterministi fault tolerane
as it might not be possible to distinguish between a late message and a faulty sender (or a lost message).
In the synhronous network model, nodes may assume bounded time for message delivery (when the system
is stable) in addition to assuming that nodes have a ommon initialization phase. These two assumptions
allow nodes to use timing riteria to dedue whether ertain ations should have already taken plae. This
allows for resiliene to permanent faults and plays a pivotal role in the ability to tolerate Byzantine nodes.
Synhronization enables orret nodes to determine whether a ertain message reeived at a ertain time or
with a ertain value at this ertain time does not agree with the node's pereption of the global progress of
the algorithm. In order for all orret nodes to view symmetrially whether a node does not behave aording
to the protool, it is required to assume that nodes have similar pereptions of the progress of the algorithm.
A self-stabilizing algorithm does not assume a ommon initialization phase. This is required due to
transient failures that might orrupt the loal state of nodes, suh as the notion as to how long ago the
system or algorithm was initialized. The ombination of self-stabilization and Byzantine fault tolerane
poses a speial hallenge. The diulty stems from the apparent yli paradox of the role of synhronization
for ontaining the faulty nodes ombined with the fat that a self-stabilizing algorithm annot assume any
sort of synhronization or inferene of the global state from the loal state. Observe that assuming a fully
synhronous model in whih nodes progress in perfet lok-step does not ease this problem (f. [7℄).
The problem in general is to return to a onsistent global state from a orrupted global state. The problem
as stated through pulse synhronization, is to attain a onsistent global state with respet to the pulse event
only. I.e. that a orret node an infer that other orret nodes will have invoked their pulse within a
very small time window of its own pulse invoation. Interestingly enough, this type of synhronization
is suient for eventually attaining a onsistent general global state from any orrupted general global
state [4℄. Self-stabilizing Byzantine pulse synhronization is a surprisingly subtle and diult problem. To
eluidate the diulties in trying to solve this problem it may be instrutive to outline a aw in an earlier
attempt to solve this problem [5, 11℄: Non-stabilizing Byzantine algorithms assume that all orret nodes
have symmetri views on the other orret nodes. E.g. if a node reeived a message from a orret node
then its assumed all orret nodes did so to. Following transient failures though, a node might initialize
in a spurious state reeting some spurious messages from orret nodes. With the pulse synhronization
problem, this spurious state may be enough to trigger a pulse at the node. In order to synhronize their
pulses nodes need to broadast that they have invoked a pulse or that they are about to do so. Corret
nodes need to observe suh messages until a ertain threshold for invoking a pulse is reahed. When nodes
invoke their pulses this threshold will be reahed again subsequent to invoking the pulse, ausing a orret
node to immediately invoke a pulse again and again.
To prevent inessant pulse invoations, a straightforward solution is to have a large enough period sub-
sequent to the pulse invoation in whih a node does not onsider reeived messages towards the threshold.
This is exatly where the omplimentary pitfall lies, sine some orret nodes may initialize in a state that
auses them to invoke a pulse based on spurious messages from orret nodes. The onsequent pulse message
might then arrive at other orret nodes that initialize in a period in whih they do not onsider reeived
messages. Byzantine nodes an, by sending arefully timed messages, ause orret nodes to invoke their
pulses in perfet anti-synhrony forever. It is no trivial task to irumvent these diulties.
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It is interesting to observe that Byzantine (non-stabilizing) pulse synhronization an be trivially derived
from Byzantine lok synhronization. Self-stabilizing (non-Byzantine) pulse synhronization an be easily
ahieved by following any node that invokes a pulse. Self-stabilizing Byzantine pulse synhronization on the
other hand is apparently an extremely triky task.
Pulse Synhronization using Byzantine Agreement: In our model we do not assume any existing
synhrony besides bounded message delivery. In [2℄ it is proven to be impossible to ombine self-stabilization
with even rash faults without the assumption of bounded message delivery. Thus our protool only assumes
the minimal synhrony required for overoming rash faults.
The tightly synhronized pulses are produed by utilizing a self-stabilizing Byzantine agreement protool,
whih we have developed in [6℄, that does not assume any prior synhronization among the orret nodes.
Intuitively, synhronizing pulses on top of a lassi (non-stabilizing) Byzantine agreement should supposedly
be rather straightforward: Exeute distributed Byzantine agreement on the elapsed time remaining until the
next pulse invoation. This sheme requires the orret nodes to terminate agreement within a short time
of eah other, but the major issue is that, unfortunately, when faing transient failures, the system may end
up in a state in whih any ommon referene to time or even ommon anhor in time might be lost. This
preempts the use of lassi (non-stabilizing) Byzantine agreement and or reliable broadast, as these tools
typially assume initialization with a ommon referene to time or ommon referene to a round number.
Thus, a ommon anhor in time is required to exeute agreement whih aims at attaining and maintaining
a ommon anhor in time. Thus, what is required, is an agreement algorithm that is both self-stabilizing
and Byzantine. We resolve this apparent yli paradox by developing in [6℄ a self-stabilizing Byzantine
agreement algorithm, named ss-Byz-Agree , with a unique tehnique that is based only on the bound on
message transmission time among orret nodes to anhor a relative time referene to eah invoation of
the agreement algorithm. That algorithm is, to the best of our knowledge, the rst Byzantine agreement
algorithm that is also self-stabilizing.
The system may be in an arbitrary state in whih the ommuniation network may behave arbitrarily
and in whih there may be an arbitrary number (up-to n) of onurrent Byzantine faulty nodes. The pulse
synhronization algorithm will onverge one the ommuniation network eventually resumes delivering mes-
sages within bounded, say d, time units, and the number of Byzantine nodes, f, obeys the n > 3f inequality,
for a network of n nodes. The attained pulse synhronization tightness is 3d. We denote Cyle the targeted
time-interval between pulse invoations. The bound on the eetive length of the yle attained is within
O(d) of the targeted length of Cyle. The onvergene time is 6 yles (eah ontaining O(f) ommuniation
rounds, where f is the bound on the number of onurrent permanent faults).
Related work: Pulse synhronization an be trivially derived from lok synhronization, but no pratial
self-stabilizing Byzantine lok synhronization algorithm that does not assume the existene of synhronized
pulses exists. In [7℄ the rst lok synhronization algorithms that are self stabilizing and tolerate Byzantine
faults are presented. One of the algorithms assumes a ommon global pulse and onverges in expeted
exponential time, the other that doesn't assume a pulse, onverges in expeted super-exponential time. In
[5℄ we developed an eient and pratial self-stabilizing Byzantine lok synhronization algorithm based
on pulse synhronization, though the partiular pulse synhronization proedure presented in [5℄ suered
from a aw
1
. The aw was in negleting to onsider all possible initial values when the nodes reovers
after a transient faults. The urrent paper serves as a replaement for that pulse proedure. The lok
synhronization algorithm in [5℄ remains largely unaeted with only a minor hange of the lok preision
from 3d to 4d. In [3℄ a novel biologially inspired pulse synhronization proedure was developed. It has
a fundamentally dierent struture than the urrent solution. The urrent solution onverges in 6 yles
whereas that solution onverges in O(f) yles and has a higher message omplexity. Thus, the urrent
solution sales better with respet to the network size n. In [15℄ it is shown how to initialize Byzantine lok
synhronization among orret nodes that boot at dierent times. Thus eventually they an also produe
synhronized Byzantine pulses (by using the synhronized loks). That solution is not self-stabilizing as
1
The aw was pointed out by Mahyar Malekpour from NASA LaRC and Radu Siminieanu from NIA, see [11℄.
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nodes are booted and thus do not initialize with arbitrary values in the memory. It has, on the other hand,
a onstant onvergene time with respet to the required rounds of ommuniation, whereas our urrent
solution has a dependeny on f, whih is due to the self-stabilization requirement. In [4℄ it has been shown
how, by assuming synhronized pulses, almost any Byzantine algorithm an be onverted to its self-stabilizing
Byzantine ounterpart in an eient and pratial manner. To the best of our knowledge there is sofar no
alternative method besides pulse synhronization for this. That paper inludes a short review on the few
other existing self-stabilizing Byzantine algorithms.
2 Model and Problem Denition
The system is a network of n nodes that ommuniate by exhanging messages. The nodes regularly invoke
pulses, ideally every Cyle real-time units. The invoation of the pulse is preeded by the sending of a
message to all the nodes stating the intention of invoking a pulse. We assume that the message passing
allows for an authentiated identity of the senders. The ommuniation network does not guarantee any
order on messages among dierent nodes. Individual nodes have no aess to a entral lok and there is no
external pulse system. The hardware lok rate (referred to as the physial timers) of orret nodes has a
bounded drift, ρ, from real-time rate. Consequent to transient failures there an be an arbitrary number of
onurrent Byzantine faulty nodes, the turnover rate between faulty and non-faulty behavior of the nodes
an be arbitrary and the ommuniation network may behave arbitrarily. Eventually the system behaves
oherently again but in an arbitrary state.
Definition 2.1 A node is non-faulty at times that it omplies with the following:
1. (Bounded Drift) Obeys a global onstant 0 < ρ << 1 (typially ρ ≈ 10−6), suh that for every real-time
interval [u, v] :
(1− ρ)(v − u) ≤ `physial timer'(v)− `physial timer'(u) ≤ (1 + ρ)(v − u).
2. (Obediene) Operates aording to the instruted protool.
3. (Bounded Proessing Time) Proesses any message of the instruted protool within pi real-time units
of arrival time.
A node is onsidered faulty if it violates any of the above onditions. We allow for Byzantine behavior of
the faulty nodes. A faulty node may reover from its faulty behavior one it resumes obeying the onditions
of a non-faulty node. In order to keep the denitions onsistent, the orretion is not immediate but
rather takes a ertain amount of time during whih the non-faulty node is still not ounted as a orret
node, although it supposedly behaves orretly.
2
We later speify the time-length of ontinuous non-faulty
behavior required of a reovering node to be onsidered orret.
Definition 2.2 The ommuniation network is non-faulty at periods that it omplies with the following:
1. Any message arrives at its destination node within δ real-time units;
2. The sender's identity and ontent of any message being reeived is not tampered.
Thus, our ommuniation network model is a bounded-delay ommuniation network. We do not as-
sume the existene of a broadast medium. We assume that the network annot store old messages for
arbitrary long time or lose any more messages, one it beomes non-faulty.
3
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For example, a node may reover with arbitrary variables, whih may violate the validity ondition if onsidered orret
immediately.
3
It is enough to assume that messages among non-faulty nodes are delivered within the speied time bounds.
4
Basi denitions and notations:
We use the following notations though nodes do not need to maintain all of them as variables. To
distinguish between a real-time value and a node's loal-time reading we use t for the former and τ for the
latter.
• d ≡ δ + pi. Thus, when the ommuniation network is non-faulty, d is the upper bound on the elapsed
real-time from the sending of a message by a non-faulty node until it is reeived and proessed by every
non-faulty node.
• A pulse is an internal event targeted to happen in tight4 synhrony at all orret nodes. A Cyle
is the ideal time interval length between two suessive pulses that a node invokes, as given by the
user. The atual yle length, denoted in regular aption, has upper and lower bounds as a result of
faulty nodes and the physial lok skew. (Our protool requires that Cyle > (10f + 16) · d.)
• σ represents the upper bound on the real-time window within whih all orret nodes invoke a pulse
(tightness of pulse synhronization). We assume that Cyle ≫ σ. (Our solution ahieves σ = 3d.)
• φi(t) ∈ R
+∪{∞}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, denotes, at real-time t, the elapsed real-time sine the last pulse invoation
of pi. It is also denoted as the φ of node pi. We oasionally omit the referene to the time in ase it
is lear out of the ontext. For a node, pj , that has not sent a pulse sine initialization of the system,
φj ≡ ∞.
• cycle
min
and cycle
max
are values that dene the bounds on the atual yle length during orret
behavior. (We ahieve cycle
min
= Cyle− 11d ≤ yle ≤ Cyle+ 9d = cycle
max
.)
• ∆
byz
represents the maximal real-time required to omplete the spei self-stabilizing Byzantine
agreement protool used. (Using ss-Byz-Agree in [6℄ it beomes 7(2f + 3)d.)
Note that the protool parameters n, f and Cyle (as well as the system harateristis d and ρ) are
xed onstants and thus onsidered part of the inorruptible orret ode.
5
Thus we assume that non-faulty
nodes do not hold arbitrary values of these onstants. It is required that Cyle is hosen s.t. cycle
min
is
large enough to allow our protool to terminate in between pulses.
A reovering node should be onsidered orret only one it has been ontinuously non-faulty for enough
time to enable it to have deleted old or spurious messages and to have exhanged information with the other
nodes through at least a yle.
Definition 2.3 The ommuniation network is orret following ∆net real-time of ontinuous non-faulty
behavior.
6
Definition 2.4 A node is orret following ∆node real-time of ontinuous non-faulty behavior during a
period that the ommuniation network is orret.
7
Definition 2.5 (System Coherene) The system is said to be oherent at times that it omplies with the
following:
1. (Quorum) There are at least n − f orret nodes,8 where f is the upper bound on the number of
potentially non-orret nodes, at steady state.
2. (Network Corretness) The ommuniation network is orret.
4
We onsider c · d, for some small onstant c, as tight.
5
A system annot self-stabilize if the entire ode spae an be perturbed, see [9℄.
6
We will use ∆net ≥ d.
7
We will use ∆node ≥ Cyle+ cyclemax.
8
The results an be replaed by 2f + 1 or by ⌈n+t
2
⌉ orret nodes. But for n > 3f + 1 these hanges will require some
modiations to the struture of the protool.
5
Hene, if the system is not oherent then there an be an arbitrary number of onurrent faulty nodes;
the turnover rate between the faulty and non-faulty nodes an be arbitrarily large and the ommuniation
network may deliver messages with unbounded delays, if at all. The system is onsidered oherent, one the
ommuniation network and a suient fration of the nodes have been non-faulty for a suiently long
time period for the pre-onditions for onvergene of the protool to hold. The assumption in this paper, as
underlies any other self-stabilizing algorithm, is that the system eventually beomes oherent.
3 Self-stabilizing Byzantine Pulse-Synhronization
We now seek to give an aurate and formal denition of the notion of pulse synhronization. The denitions
start by dening a subset of the system states, alled pulse_states, that are determined only by the elapsed
real-time sine eah individual node invoked a pulse (the φ's). Nodes that have tight or lose φ's will be
alled a synhronized set of nodes. To omplete the denition of synhrony there is a need to address the
reurring brief time periods in whih a node in a synhronized set of nodes has just invoked a pulse while
others are about to invoke one. This is addressed by onsidering nodes whose φ's are almost a Cyle apart.
If all orret nodes in the system omprise a synhronized set of nodes then we say that the pulse_state
is a synhronized_pulse_state of the system. The goal of the algorithm is hene to reah a synhro-
nized_pulse_state of the system and to stay in suh a state.
• The pulse_state of the system at real-time t is given by:
pulse_state(t) ≡ (φ0(t), . . . , φn−1(t)) .
• Let G be the set of all possible pulse_states of a system S.
• A set of nodes, N¯ , is alled synhronized at real-time t if
∀pi, pj ∈ N¯ , φi(t), φj(t) ≤ cyclemax, and one of the following is true:
1. |φi(t)− φj(t)| ≤ σ, or
2. cycle
min
− σ ≤ |φi(t)− φj(t)| ≤ cyclemax and |φi(t− σ)− φj(t− σ)| ≤ σ.
• s ∈ G is a synhronized_pulse_state of the system at real-time t if the set of orret nodes is
synhronized at real-time t.
Definition 3.1 The Self-Stabilizing Pulse Synhronization Problem
Convergene: Starting from an arbitrary system state, the system reahes a synhronized_pulse_state af-
ter a nite time.
Closure: If s is a synhronized_pulse_state of the system at real-time t0 then ∀ real-time t, t ≥ t0,
1. pulse_state(t) is a synhronized_pulse_state,
2. In the real-time interval [t0, t℄ every orret node will invoke at most a single pulse if t− t0 ≤ cyclemin
and will invoke at least a single pulse if t− t0 ≥ cyclemax.
The seond Closure ondition intends to tightly bound the eetive pulse invoation frequeny within
a priori bounds. This is in order to defy any trivial solution that ould synhronize the nodes, but be
ompletely unusable, suh as instruting the nodes to invoke a pulse every σ time units. Note that this is a
stronger requirement than the linear envelope progression rate typially required by lok synhronization
algorithms, in whih it is only required that lok time progress as a linear funtion of real-time.
6
3.1 The Pulse Synhronization Algorithm
The self-stabilizing Byzantine pulse synhronization algorithm presented is alled Ab-Pulse-Synh (for
Agreement-based Pulse Synhronization). A yle is the time interval between two suessive pulses that a
node invokes. The input value Cyle is the ideal length of the yle. The atual real-time length of a yle
may deviate from the value Cyle in onsequene of the lok drifts, unertain message delays and behavior
of faulty nodes. In the proof of Lemma 3.12 the extent of this deviation is expliitly presented.
The environment is one without any granted synhronization among the orret nodes besides a bound
on the message delay. Thus, it is of no use whether a sending node attahes some time stamp or round
number to its messages in order for the nodes to have a notion as to when those messages supposedly were
sent. Hene in order for all orret nodes to symmetrially relate to any message disseminated by some
node, a mehanism for agreeing on whih phase of the algorithm or time that the message relates to must
be implemented. This is fullled by using ss-Byz-Agree, a self-stabilizing Byzantine agreement protool
presented in [6℄. The mode of operation of this protool is as follows: A node that wishes to initiate agreement
on a value does so by disseminating an initialization message to all nodes that will bring them to (expliitly)
invoke the ss-Byz-Agree protool. Nodes that did not invoke the protool may join in and exeute the
protool in ase enough messages from other nodes are reeived during the protool. The protool requires
orret initiating nodes not to disseminate initialization messages too often. In the ontext of the urrent
paper, a Support-Pulse message serves as the initialization message.
When the protool terminates, the protool ss-Byz-Agree returns at eah node q a triplet (p,m, τpq ),
where m is the agreed value that p has sent. The value τpq is an estimate, on the reeiving node q's loal
lok, as to when node p have sent its value m. We also denote it as the reording time of (p,m). Thus, a
node q's deision value is 〈p,m, τpq 〉 if the nodes agreed on (p,m). If the sending node p is faulty then some
orret nodes may agree on (p,⊥), where ⊥ denotes a non-value, and others may not invoke the protool at
all. The funtion rt(τq) represents the real-time when the loal lok of q reads τq. The Ab-Pulse-Synh
algorithm uses the ss-Byz-Agree protool for a single message only (Support-Pulse message) and not
for every message ommuniated. Thus the agreement is on whether a ertain node sent a Support-Pulse
message and when, and not on any atual value sent. Corret nodes do not send this message more than
one in a yle.
The ss-Byz-Agree protool satises the following typial Byzantine agreement properties:
Agreement: If the protool returns a value ( 6=⊥) at a orret nodes, it returns the same value at all orret
nodes;
Validity: If all orret nodes are triggered to invoke the protool ss-Byz-Agree by a value sent by a orret
node p, then all orret nodes return that value;
Termination: The protool terminates in a nite time;
It also satises some spei timeliness properties that are listed in Setion 3.2.
The heuristis behind Ab-Pulse-Synh protool are as following:
• One the node approahes its end of Cyle, as measured on its physial timer, it sends a Propose-Pulse
message stating so to all nodes.
• When (n−f) distint Propose-Pulse messages are olleted, the node sends a Support-Pulse message
that states so to all nodes. This serves as the initialization message for invoking agreement.
• Upon reeiving suh a message a reeiving node invokes self-stabilizing Byzantine agreement ([6℄) on
the fat that it reeived suh a message from the spei node. We require that Cyle be long enough
to allow the agreement instanes to terminate.
• If all orret nodes invoked agreement on the same message within a short time window then they
will all agree that the sender indeed sent this Support-Pulse message and all will have proximate
estimates as of when that node ould have sent this message.
• The time estimate is then used to reset the ountdown timer for the next pulse invoation and a
onsequent reset messages to be sent. Eah new agreement termination auses a renewed reset.
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• Upon arrival of a reset message the sending node is taken o the list of nodes that have ended their
Cyle (as indiated by the earlier arrival of a Propose-Pulse message for that node).
• Thus, some short time after all orret nodes have done at least one reset of their yle ountdown
timer, no new agreement an be initiated by any node (faulty or orret).
• Thus, there is one agreement termination that marks a small time-window within whih all orret
nodes do a last reset of the yle ountdown timer. Thus, essentially, all orret nodes have synhronized
the invoation of their next pulse.
The algorithm is exeuted in an event-driven manner. Thus, eah node heks the onditions and
exeutes the steps (bloks) upon an event of reeiving a message or a timer event. To simplify the presentation
it is assumed in the algorithm that when a orret node sends a message it reeives its own message through
the ommuniation network, like any other orret node.
The algorithm assumes a timer that measures interval of time of size Cyle. The algorithm uses several
sets of messages or referenes that are reset throughout the algorithm, and every message that have arrived
more than Cyle+ 2d ago is erased.
The algorithm assumes the ability of nodes to estimate some time intervals, like at Line C2. These
estimates an be arried out also in a self-stabilizing environment, by tagging eah event aording to the
reading of the loal timer. So even if the initial values are arbitrary and ause the non-faulty node to behave
inonsistently, by the time it is onsidered orret the values will end up resetting to the right values. Note
that the nodes do not exhange lok values, rather they measure time loally on their own loal timers.
It is assumed that a non-faulty node handles the wrap around of its loal timer while estimating the time
intervals.
Note that there is no real reason to keep a reeived message after it has been proessed and its sender
been referred to in the appropriate data strutures. Hene, if messages are said to be deleted after a ertain
period, the meaning is to the referene of the message and not the message itself, whih an be deleted
subsequent to proessing.
For reasons of readability we have omitted the hardware lok skew ρ, from the onstants, equations and
proofs. The introdution of ρ does not hange the protool whatsoever nor any of the proof arguments. It
only adds a small insigniant fator to many of the bounds.
We now seek to explain in further detail the bloks of the algorithm:
Blok A: We assume that a bakground proess ontinuously redues the ounter cycle_countdown, in-
tended to make the node ount Cyle time units on its physial timer. On reahing 0, the bakground proess
resets the value bak to Cyle. It expresses its intention to synhronize its forthoming pulse invoation with
the pulses of the other nodes by sending an endogenous Propose-Pulse message to all nodes. Note that a
reset is also done if cycle_countdown holds a value not between 0 and Cyle. The value of cycle_countdown
is also reset one the pulse is invoked. Observe that nodes typially send more than one message in a yle,
to prevent ases in whih the system may be invoked in a deadloked state.
Blok B: The Propose-Pulse messages are aumulated at eah orret node in its proposers set. We
say that two messages are distint if they were sent by dierent nodes.
Blok C: These messages are aumulated until enough (at least n − f) have been olleted. If in ad-
dition the node has already proposed itself then the node will delare this event through the sending of a
Support-Pulse message, unless it has already sent suh a message not long ago. The message bears a
referene to the nodes in the proposers set of the sender. Note that a node that was not able to send the
message beause sending one not long ago, may send it later when the onditions will hold.
Blok D: Any suh Support-Pulse message reeived is then heked for redibility by verifying that the
history it arries has enough (at least f + 1) baking-up in the reeiver's proposers set and that a previous
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Algorithm Ab-Pulse-Synh (n, f, Cyle) /* ontinuously exeuted at node q */
A1. if (cycle_countdown = 0) then /* assumes a bakground proess
that ontinuously redues yle_ountdown */
A2. cycle_countdown := Cyle;
A3. send Propose-Pulse message to all; /* endogenous message */
B1. if reeived Propose-Pulse message from a sender p and p 6∈ reent_reset
q
then
B2. add p to proposersq;
C1. if q ∈ proposersq & ‖proposersq‖ ≥ n− f and
C2. did not send a Support-Pulse in the last Cyle− 8d then
C3. send Support-Pulse(proposersq) to all; /* support the forthoming pulse */
D1. if reeived Support-Pulse(proposersp) message from a sender p and in the last Cyle− 11d
D2. did not invoke ss-Byz-Agree (p,support) or deide on 〈p,support,_〉 and
D3. within d of its reeption ‖(proposersq ∪ reent_resetq) ∩ proposersp‖ ≥ f + 1 then
D4. ss-Byz-Agree (p, support) /* invoke agreement on the pulse supporter */ ;
E1. if deided on 〈p, support, τpq 〉 at some loal-time τq then /* on non ⊥ value */
E2. if τ
p
q ≥ latest_supportq then
E3. latest_support
q
:= τpq ; /* the latest agreed supporter so far at q */
E4. if not invoked a pulse sine loal-time τq − (∆
byz
+ 6d) then /* pulse separation */
E5. invoke the pulse event;
E6. cycle_countdown := Cyle− (τq − τ
p
q ); /* reset yle */
E7. send Reset message to all and remove yourself, q, from proposersq;
F1. if reeived Reset from a sender p then
F2. move p from proposersq to reent_resetq ; /* reent_reset deay within 2d+ ǫ time */
Continuously ongoing leanup:
G1. delete an older message if a subsequent one arrives from the same sender;
G2. delete any data in reent_reset
q
after 2d+ ǫ time units;
G3. reset yle_ountdown to be Cyle if yle_ountdown 6∈ [0,Cyle];
G4. reset latest_supportq to be τ −Cyle if latest_supportq 6∈ [τ − Cyle, τ ];
G5. delete any other message or data that is older than Cyle+ 2d time units;
Figure 1: The Ab-Pulse-Synh Pulse Synhronization Algorithm
message was not sent reently. It is only then that agreement is initiated, on a redible pulse supporter. Note
that a orret node would not have supported a pulse (sent a Support-Pulse message) unless it reeived
n − f propose messages and has not sent one reently. Thus all orret nodes will reeive at least f + 1
propose messages from orret nodes and will join the agreement initiation by the pulse supporter within d
9
real-time units.
Blok E: The Byzantine agreement protool deides whether a ertain node issued a Support-Pulse
message. Eah node q deides at some loal-time τq. The agreement protool also returns an estimate as of
when, on the deiding node's loal lok, the message was sent by the initiating node. This time is denoted
τpq . Corret nodes end up having bounded dierenes in the real-time translation of their τ
p
values, for a
spei agreement.
When a node deides on a value it heks whether the τp returned by the agreement protool is the
most reent deided on so far in the urrent yle. Only then are lines E3-E7 exeuted. Note that the
same agrement instane may return a τp, whih is the most reent one for a ertain orret node but may
not be the most reent at another orret node. This an happen beause orret nodes terminate the
ss-Byz-Agree protool within 3d time units of eah other,9 and their translation of the realtime of the
τp values may dier by 5d. Thus, this introdues a 3d time units unertainty between the exeution of the
subsequent lines at orret nodes.
In Line E4-E5 a pulse is invoked if no pulse has reently been invoked. In Line E6 the node now resets
the yle so that the next pulse invoation is targeted to happen at about one Cyle later. In Line E7 a
Reset message is sent to all nodes to inform that a reset of the yle has been done. The funtion of this
message is to make every node that resets, be taken out of the proposers set of all other orret nodes
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. To
ensure that only one pulse is invoked in the minimal time span of a yle a pulse will not be invoked in Line
E4 if done so reently.
Blok F: This auses all orret nodes to eventually remove all other orret nodes from their proposers.
Thus, about 2d after all orret nodes have exeuted Line E7 at least one, no instane of ss-Byz-Agree will
be initiated by any orret node and onsequently no more agreements an terminate (beyond the urrently
running ones). The last agreement deision of the orret nodes, done within a short time-window of eah
other, returns dierent but losely bounded τp values at the orret nodes. Consequently they all reset their
cycle_countdown ounters to proximate values. This yields a quiesent window between the termination of
the last agreement and the next pulse invoation, whih will be invoked within a small time window of eah
other.
Blok G: The sheme outlined above is not suient to overome the ases in whih some nodes initialize
with referene to spurious messages sent by other nodes while suh messages were not atually sent. The
diulty lies in the fat that Byzantine nodes may now intervene and onstantly keep the orret nodes
with asymmetri views on the sets of messages reeived. To overome this, Ab-Pulse-Synh has a deay
proess in whih eah data that is older than some period is deleted.
Note that the deaying of values is arefully done so that orret nodes never need to onsider messages
that arrived more than Cyle+ 2d ago.
3.2 Proof of Corretness
The proof of orretness requires very areful argumentation and is not a straightforward standard proof of
the basi properties. The ritial parts in the proof is showing that despite the omplete haoti initialization
of the system the orret nodes are able to produe some relation among their loal loks and fore the faulty
nodes to leave a short interval of time into whih no reording time refers to, followed by an interval during
whih no orret node updates its latest_support. After suh intervals we an argue about the onvergene
of the states of the orret nodes, proving that stability is seured. The nontraditional values of the various
onstants bounding Cyle has to do with the balane between ensuring the ability to onverge and limiting
the ability of the Byzantine nodes to disturb the onvergene by introduing ritially timed pulse events
that may disunite the orret nodes.
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It is part of the timeliness properties of the ss-Byz-Agree protool, see Setion 3.2.
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Note that a node may send multiple Reset messages. It is done in order to simplify some of the laims in the proof.
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The proof shows that when the onstants are hosen right, no matter what the faulty nodes will do and
no matter what the initial values are, there will always be two intervals of inativity, onurrently at all
orret nodes, after whih the orret nodes restore onsisteny of their pulses.
The proof uses the following spei properties of the ss-Byz-Agree protool ([6℄):
Timeliness-Agreement Properties:
1. (agreement) For every two orret nodes q and q′ that deides 〈p,m, τpq 〉 and 〈p,m, τ
p
q′〉 at loal times
τq and τq′ , respetively:
(a) |rt(τq)− rt(τq′ )| ≤ 3d, and if validity holds, then |rt(τq)− rt(τq′ )| ≤ 2d.
(b) |rt(τpq )− rt(τ
p
q′ )| ≤ 5d.
() rt(τpq ), rt(τ
p
q′ ) ∈ [t1 − 2d, t2], where [t1, t2] is the interval within whih all orret nodes that
atually invoked ss-Byz-Agree (p,m) did so.
(d) rt(τpq ) ≤ rt(τq) and rt(τq)− rt(τ
p
q ) ≤ ∆byz for every orret node q.
2. (validity) If all orret nodes invoked the protool in an interval [t0, t0 + d], as a result of some initial-
ization message ontaining m sent by a orret node p that spaed the sending by at least 6d from the
ompletion of the last agreement on its message, then for every orret node q, the deision time τq,
satises t0 − d ≤ rt(τ
p
q ) ≤ rt(τq) ≤ t0 + 3d.
3. (separation) Let q be any orret node that deided on any two agreements regarding p at loal times
τq and τ¯q, then t2 + 5d < t¯1 and rt(τq) + 5d < t¯1 < rt(τ¯q), where t2 is the latest real-time at whih
a orret node invoked ss-Byz-Agree in the earlier agreement and t¯1 is the earliest real-time that
ss-Byz-Agree was invoked by a orret node in the later agreement.
The Ab-Pulse-Synh requires the following bounds on the variables:
• Cyle ≥ max[(10f + 16)d, ∆
byz
+ 14d].
• ∆node ≥ Cyle+ cyclemax.
• ∆net ≥ d.
The requirements above, and the denitions of orretness imply that from an arbitrary state the system
beomes oherent within 2 yles.
Note that in all the theorems and lemmata in this paper, if not stated dierently, it is assumed that the
system is oherent, and the laims hold as long as the system stays oherent.
In the proof, whenever we refer to orret nodes that deide we onsider only deisions on 6=⊥ values.
When the agreement returns ⊥ it is not onsidered a deision, and in suh a ase the agreement at other
orret nodes may not return anything or may end up in deaying all related messages.
Theorem 1 (Convergene) From an arbitrary (but oherent) state a synhronized_pulse_state is reahed
within 4 yles, with σ = 3d.
Proof: A node that reovers may nd itself with arbitrary input variables and in an arbitrary step in
the protool. Within a yle a reovered node will deay all spurious messages that may exist in its data
strutures. Some of these might have been resulted from inorret initial variables, suh as when invoking
the ss-Byz-Agree protool without the speied pre-onditions. Suh eets also die out within a yle.
The above argument implies that by the time the node is onsidered orret, all messages sent by non-
faulty nodes that are reeted in its data strutures were atually sent by them (at the arbitrary state at
whih they are). Thus, by the time that the system beomes oherent the set of orret nodes share the
values they hold in the following sense: if a message sent by a non-faulty node is reeived by a orret node,
then within d it will be reeived by all other orret nodes; and all future messages sent by orret nodes are
based on atual messages that were reeived.
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One the system is oherent, then there are at least n− f orret nodes that follow the protool, and all
messages sent among them are delivered by the ommuniation network and proessed by the orret nodes
within d real-time units.
Lemma 3.1 Within d real-time units of the sending of a Propose-Pulse message by a orret node p, it
appears in proposersq of any orret node q. Furthermore, it appears in proposersq only if p sent a Propose-
Pulse message within the last d units of time.
Proof: From the oherene of the system, p's message arrives to all within d real-time. By the Timeliness-
Agreement Property (1d) and the bounds on Cyle, a node that have reently sent a Reset message resets
its yle_ountdown to a value that is at least Cyle−∆
byz
> 14d. Thus, the minimum real-time between
the reeipt of its past Reset and its urrent Propose-Pulse at any orret node is more than 2d apart, and
therefore by the time its Propose-Pulse message arrives it will not appear in reent_resetq at any orret
node q. The seond part is true beause p an be in proposersq without prior sending of a Propose-Pulse
message only if node q reovered in that state. But by the time node q is onsidered orret any referene
to suh a message has already been deayed.
Lemma 3.2 In every real-time interval equal to Cyle, every orret node sends either a Propose-Pulse
message or a Reset message.
Proof: Reall that every orret node's cycle_countdown timer is ontinuously running in the bakground
and would be reset to hold a value within Cyle if it initially held an out-of-bound value. Thus, if the
cycle_countdown is not reset to a new value when a Reset is invoked, then within Cyle real-time units
the cycle_countdown timer will eventually reah 0 and a Propose-Pulse message will onsequently be sent.
Whenever a cycle_countdown is reset, its value is always at most Cyle.
Lemma 3.3 Within d real-time units of sending a Reset message by a orret node p, that node does not
appear in proposersq of any orret node q. Furthermore, a orret node p is deleted from proposersq only if
it sent a Reset message.
Proof: The rst part follows immediately from exeuting the protool in a oherent state. The only
sensitive point arises when a Propose-Pulse message that was sent by p prior to the Reset message
arrives after the Reset message. This an happen only if the Propose-Pulse message was sent within d of
the Reset message. But in this ase the protool instruts node q not to add p to proposersq. For proving
the seond part we need to show that a orret node is not removed from proposersq beause q deayed it.
By Lemma 3.1 it appears in proposersq only beause of sending a Propose-Pulse message. By Lemma 3.2
it will resend a new message before q deays the previous message, beause messages are deayed (Blok G)
only after Cyle+ d.
Lemma 3.4 Every orret node invokes ss-Byz-Agree (p, “support) within d real-time units of the time
a orret node p sends a Support-Pulse message.
Proof: If a orret node p sent a Support-Pulse message in Line C3, then the preonditions of Line D2 hold
beause the last reeption of Support-Pulse and the last invoation of ss-Byz-Agree (p, “support) that
followed took plae at least Cyle − 8d − d ago, proving the rst ondition. By the Timeliness-Agreement
property (2) the last deision took plae at least Cyle − 8d − 3d ago, proving the other ondition. The
ondition in Line D3 learly holds for all orret nodes. This is beause within d real-time units every
orret node in proposersp will appear in proposersq and every orret node that was deleted from proposersq
and is not in reent_resetq should have been already deleted from proposersp. To prove this last laim, assume
that node q reeived Reset from a orret node v at real-time t. By t+ d this message should arrive at p,
and therefore any Propose-Pulse message from p that ontains v should be sent before that and should be
reeived before t+ 2d, thus before removing v from reent_resetq.
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Lemma 3.5 If a orret node p sends Support-Pulse at real-time t0 then every orret node q deides
〈p,support,τpq 〉 at some loal-time τq, suh that t0 − d ≤ rt(τ
p
q ) ≤ rt(τq) ≤ t0 + 3d and t0 ≤ rt(τq).
Proof: By Lemma 3.4 all orret nodes invoke ss-Byz-Agree (p, “support) in the interval [t0, t0 + d].
Thus the preondition onditions for the Timeliness-Agreement property (2) hold. Therefore, eah orret
node q deides on 〈p,_, τpq 〉 at some real-time rt(τq) that satises t0 − d ≤ rt(τ
p
q ) ≤ rt(τq) ≤ t0 + 3d.
Lemma 3.6 Let [t, t+Cyle] be an interval suh that for no orret node rt(latest_support) ∈ [t, t+Cyle],
then by t+ Cyle+ 4d all orret nodes deide.
Proof: Assume that all deisions by orret nodes resulted in rt(latest_support) ≤ t. Thus, sine there
are no updates to yle_ountdown the yle_ountdown at all orret nodes should expire by t + Cyle.
By Lemma 3.5, if any orret node would have sent Support-Pulse in that interval, then we are done.
Otherwise, by that time all should have sent a Propose-Pulse message. Sine no node removes old messages
for Cyle + 2d, and more than Cyle− 8d real-time passed, by t + Cyle+ d at least one orret node will
send a Support-Pulse message. By Lemma 3.4, all will invoke ss-Byz-Agree within another d real-time
units. The Timeliness-Agreement property (2) implies that by t+ Cyle+ 4d all will deide.
Note that if a faulty node sends Support-Pulse, some orret node may join and some may not, and the
atual agreement on a value 6=⊥ and the time of suh an agreement depends on the behavior of the faulty
nodes. We address that later on in the proof. We rst prove a tehnial lemma.
Lemma 3.7 Let t′, be a time by whih all orret nodes deided on some values sine the system beame
oherent. Let B′ and B satisfy B′ ≤ B, and 3d ≤ B. If no orret node deides on a value that auses
updating latest_support to a value in an interval [t′, t′ +B], and no orret node updates its latest_support
or resets its yle_ountdown during the real-time interval [t′+B′, t′+B], then for any pair of orret nodes
|yle_ountdownq(t
′′)− yle_ountdownq′(t
′′)| ≤ 5d for any t′′, t′ +B′ ≤ t′′ ≤ t′ +B.
Proof: By assumption, the agreements prior to t′ satisfy the Timeliness-Agreement properties. Past t′+B′
and until t′ + B no node updates its latest_support. Thus, for all nodes the value of rt(latest_support)
is bounded by rt(latest_support) ≤ t′. Let q be the orret node with the maximal rt(latest_supportq)
that was set following a deision 〈p1,_, τ
p1
1 〉 at timer τ1, where latest_supportq = τ
p1
1 . By the Timeliness-
Agreement property (1a), any orret node v will exeute Line E2 following a deision on 〈p1,_, µ
p1
1 〉 at
some timer µ1, suh that |rt(τ1)− rt(µ1)| ≤ 3d. By property (1b), rt(τ
p1
1
)− rt(µp1
1
) ≤ 5d. Assume rst that
latest_supportv = µ
p1
1 .
At loal-time τ1, at q:
yle_ountdownq(τ1) = Cyle− (τ1 − τ
p1
1
) = Cyle− (rt(τ1)− rt(τ
p1
1
)).
At real-time t′′, t′′ ≥ rt(τp1
1
), at q:
yle_ountdownq(t
′′) = Cyle− (rt(τ1)− rt(τ
p1
1 ))− (t
′′ − rt(τ1)) = Cyle− (t
′′ − rt(τp11 )).
Similarly at real-time t′′, t′′ ≥ rt(µp11 ), at v:
yle_ountdownv(t
′′) = Cyle− (t′′ − rt(µp11 )).
Thus,
|yle_ountdownq(t
′′)− yle_ountdownv(t
′′)| ≤ 5d.
Otherwise, v assigned latest_supportv as a result of deiding on some 〈p2,_, µ
p2
2
〉 at some timer µ2,
rt(µ2) ≤ t
′, where latest_supportv = µ
p2
2 . Let τ2 be the timer at q when it deided 〈p2,_, τ
p2
2 〉. By the
Validity and the Timeliness-Agreement properties, |rt(τ2)− rt(µ2)| ≤ 3d and |rt(τ
p2
2 )− rt(µ
p2
2 )| ≤ 5d.
By assumption,
rt(τp11 ) ≥ rt(µ
p2
2 ) ≥ rt(µ
p1
1 ) ≥ rt(τ
p1
1 )− 5d.
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At loal-time τ1, at q:
yle_ountdownq(τ1) = Cyle− (τ1 − τ
p1
1 ) = Cyle− (rt(τ1)− rt(τ
p1
1 )).
At loal-time µ2, at v:
yle_ountdownv(µ2) = Cyle− (µ2 − µ
p2
2 ).
Let t′′ = rt(τ ′′1 ) = rt(µ
′′
1 ), then
yle_ountdownq(τ
′′
1 ) = Cyle− (t
′′ − rt(τp11 )),
and
yle_ountdownv(µ
′′
2 ) = Cyle− (t
′′ − rt(µp22 )).
Therefore, we onlude
|yle_ountdownq(t
′′)− yle_ountdownv(t
′′)| ≤ 5d.
Lemma 3.8 If a orret node p sends a Support-Pulse at some real-time t0 then:
1. No orret node will invoke ss-Byz-Agree during the period [t0 + 6d, t0 + Cyle− d];
2. No orret node sends a Support-Pulse or Propose-Pulse during that period;
3. The yle_ountdown ounters of all orret nodes expire within 5d of eah other at some real-time in
the interval [t0 + Cyle− d, t0 + Cyle+ 6d].
Proof: By Lemma 3.5 eah orret node deides on p's Support-Pulse. Eah orret node that did not
update its latest_support reently, will send a Reset message as a result of this deision. Sine several
agreements from dierent nodes may be exeuted onurrently, we need to onsider their impliation on the
resulting behavior of the orret nodes.
Consider rst the ase that a orret node reahed a deision and sent Reset before deiding on p's
Support-Pulse. If the deision took plae earlier than t0−d then, by the Timeliness-Agreement property (2),
it will update it's latest_support after the deision on p's Support-Pulse.
By the same Timeliness-Agreement properties, every orret node that has not sent Reset already, will
end up updating its latest_support and sending Reset at some time during the interval [t0− d, t0 +3d]. By
t0 + 4d no orret node will appear in proposers of any orret node and until it will send again a Propose-
Pulse message, sine its Reset message will arrive to all non-faulty nodes. Thus, from time t0 + 4d and
until some orret node will send a new Propose-Pulse message, no orret node will send Support-Pulse
message. Moreover, past t0+6d no orret node will invoke a ss-Byz-Agree in Line D3, beause all orret
nodes will not appear also in reent_reset. Observe that if there is a Propose-Pulse message in transit from
some orret node v, or if a orret node v happened to send one just before sending the Reset message,
that Propose-Pulse will arrive within d of reeiving the Reset message, and therefore by the time that
node will be removed from reent_reset all suh messages will arrive and therefore node v will not be added
to proposers as a result of that message later than t0 + 6d.
Even though dierent orret nodes may ompute their latest_supportq as a result of dierent agreements,
by the Timeliness-Agreement properties (1d) and (2), at time t0 + 6d the value of latest_supportq satises
rt(latest_supportq) ∈ [t0 − d, t0 + 6d], for every orret node q.
Past time t0+6d and until t0+6d+∆byz orret nodes may still deide on values from other agreements
that were invoked in the past by faulty nodes. By the Timeliness-Agreement property (1) no suh value
result in a latest_support later than t0 + 6d, sine no orret node will invoke ss-Byz-Agree until some
orret node will send a future Propose-Pulse message.
Let tq be the latest real-time a orret node q updated the alulation of yle_ountdown beause
of a latest_support value in the interval [t0 − d, t0 + 6d]. It will send its next Propose-Pulse message at
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tq+yle_ountdown = tq+Cyle−(tq−rt(latest_supportq)) = Cyle+rt(latest_supportq) ≥ t0+Cyle−d.
Thus, the earliest real-time a orret node will send Propose-Pulse message will be at t0 +Cyle− d. Until
that time no orret node will send a Propose-Pulse or Support-Pulse message or invoke ss-Byz-Agree,
proving (1) and (2).
The bound on Cyle, implies that during the real-time interval [t0 + 6d, t0 + Cyle − ∆byz] there is a
window of at least 14d − 6d − d > 3d with no reording time that refers to it. Denote this interval by
[t′, t′ + B′], where B′ ≤ t0 + Cyle − ∆byz ≤ t0 + Cyle − d. The above argument implies that in the
interval [t′ +B′, t0 +Cyle− d] no orret node will update its latest_support, and therefore the onditions
of Lemma 3.7 hold.
Thus, the yle_ountdown ounters of all orret nodes expire within 5d past time t0 + Cyle − d.
Looking bak at the latest real-time, tq ∈ [t0− d, t0 +6d], at whih a orret node q updated the alulation
of yle_ountdown the node will send its next Propose-Pulse message at tq + yle_ountdown = tq +
Cyle− (tq − rt(latest_supportq)) = Cyle+ rt(latest_supportq) ≤ t0 + Cyle+ 6d. Proving (3).
Lemma 3.6 above implies that the nodes will not deadlok, despite the arbitrary initial states they ould
have reovered at. Moreover, by Lemma 3.8, one a orret node sueeds in sending a Support-Pulse
message, all orret nodes will onverge. We are therefore left with the need to address the possibility that
the faulty nodes will use the divergene of the initial values of orret nodes to prevent onvergene by
onstantly ausing them to deide and to update their yle_ountdown ounter without enabling a orret
node to reah a point at whih it sends a Support-Pulse message.
By Lemma 3.6 within Cyle + 4d of the time the system beomes oherent all orret nodes exeute
Line E1, thus within Cyle + 4d from the time the system beame oherent. Let t1 be some real-time in
that period by whih all non-faulty nodes exeuted Line E1. If any orret node sends a Support-Pulse
message, then we are done. Assume otherwise. Sine no orret node will invoke ss-Byz-Agree for any
node more than one within a Cyle− 11d, as we prove later, there will be at most f deisions between t1
and t1 + Cyle − 11d. Sine eah deision returns reording times to nodes that range over at most a 5d
real-time window, and sine Cyle > (10f + 16)d, there should be a real-time interval [t2, t2 + 5d], that no
reording time refers to any real-time within it. This reasonings leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9 Assume that no orret node deision results in a reording time τpq that refers to real-time
rt(τpq ) in the real-time interval [t
′, t′ + 5d]. Then by t′ + Cyle + 4d all orret nodes deide, update their
latest_support and send Reset, within 3d real-time units of eah other.
Proof: By the Timeliness-Agreement property (1b), any deision that will take plae later than t′+∆
byz
would result in latest_support > t′. By Lemma 3.6, by t′ + Cyle + 4d all orret nodes' deisions lead to
rt(latest_support) > t′, and by assumption to rt(latest_support) > t′+5d. Let q be the rst orret node to
deide and update its latest_support to a value larger than t′+5d on some 〈p,_, τpq 〉 for rt(τ
p
q ) > t
′+5d, at
some real-time t′′ ≥ t′. By the Timeliness-Agreement property (1d), t′′ ≥ rt(τpq ). Moreover, sine the rt(τ
p)
are at most 3d apart, by t′′+3d all orret nodes will deide on some values and will update the latest_support
value. Therefore, in the interval [t′′, t′′ + 3d] all orret nodes should update their latest_support, with
rt(latest_support) ≥ t′. Thus, all orret nodes will exeute Line E7 as a result of suh deisions. Therefore,
all orret nodes will send a Reset messages within 3d of eah other.
Let t2 be a real time at whih the above lemma holds. Let t3 be the real-time past t2 by whih all orret
nodes send Reset as Lemma 3.9 laims. Thus, all orret nodes sent Reset in the real-time interval
[t3 − 3d, t3] and by t3 + d no orret node will appear in the proposers of any other orret node.
The nal stage of the proof is implied from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.10 If all orret nodes send a Reset in the period [t0, t0 + 3d] then:
1. No orret node will invoke ss-Byz-Agree during the period [t0 + 6d, t0 + Cyle−∆byz];
2. No orret node sends a Support-Pulse or Propose-Pulse during that period;
3. The yle_ountdown ounters of all orret nodes expire within 5d of eah other at some real-time in
the interval [t0 + Cyle−∆byz, t0 + Cyle+ 6d].
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Proof: By real-time t0+4d all orret nodes will reeive all the n−f Reset messages and will remove the
orret nodes from proposers. Past that time and until some orret node will send a Propose-Pulse in the
future, no orret node will send a Support-Pulse message. Similarly, past t0 + 6d and until some orret
node will send a Propose-Pulse in the future no orret node will invoke a ss-Byz-Agree in Line D3.
At that time the range of yle_ountdown may be in [Cyle − ∆
byz
,Cyle], sine, by the Timeliness-
Agreement property (1d), faulty nodes may bring the orret nodes to deide on values that are at most
∆
byz
in the past.
Until t0 + 6d +∆byz, orret nodes may still deide on values from other agreements invoked by faulty
nodes. By the Timeliness-Agreement property (1), until some orret node will invoke a ss-Byz-Agree ,
no orret node will happen to deide on any message with rt(τ ′) ≥ t0 + 6d (latest possible reording time).
Let tq be the latest real-time a orret node q updated the alulation of yle_ountdown at some time
during the interval [t0, t0 + 6d]. It will send its next Propose-Pulse message at tq + yle_ountdown =
tq+Cyle−(tq−rt(latest_supportq)) = Cyle+rt(latest_supportq). By Timeliness-Agreement property (1d),
and beause the omputation of latest_supportq takes plae in the interval [t0, t0 + 6d] we onlude that
interval rt(latest_supportq) ≥ t0+Cyle−∆byz. Thus, tq+yle_ountdown ≥ t0+Cyle−∆byz. Thus, the
earliest time a orret node will send a Propose-Pulse message will be at t0+Cyle−∆byz. Until that time
no orret node will send a Propose-Pulse or Support-Pulse message or invoke ss-Byz-Agree, proving
(1) and (2).
The bound on Cyle, implies that during the real-time interval [t0 + 6d, t0 + Cyle − ∆byz] there is a
window of at least 14d − 6d − d > 3d with no reording time that refers to it. Denote this interval by
[t′, t′ + B′], where B′ ≤ t0 + Cyle − ∆byz ≤ t0 + Cyle − d. The above argument implies that in the
interval [t′ +B′, t0 + Cyle− d] no orret node will update its latest_support, and therefore the onditions
of Lemma 3.7 hold.
Thus, the yle_ountdown ounters of all orret nodes expire within 5d past time t0+Cyle−d. Looking
bak at the latest real-time, tq, at whih a orret node q updated the alulation of yle_ountdown, sine
it took plae in the interval [t0 − d, t0 + 6d] and that rt(latest_supportq) annot be larger than the time
at whih it is omputed, the node will send its next Propose-Pulse message at tq + yle_ountdown =
tq + Cyle− (tq − rt(latest_supportq)) = Cyle+ rt(latest_supportq) ≤ t0 + Cyle+ 6d. Proving (3).
Corollary 3.11 In the onditions of Lemma 3.10, if no orret node invoked ss-Byz-Agree in the interval
[t0−∆byz, t0−B] then the bound of t0+Cyle−∆byz in Lemma 3.10 an be replaed by t0+Cyle−B−2d.
Proof: By the Timeliness-Agreement property (1) no deision an return a reording time that is
earlier by more than 2d from an invoation of ss-Byz-Agree by a orret node. Therefore, in the proof of
Lemma 3.10 the minimal value for latest_supportq for any orret node q an be t0 −B − 2d. Let tq be the
latest real-time a orret node q updated the alulation of yle_ountdown in the interval [t0, t0 + 6d]. It
will send its next Propose-Pulse message at tq+yle_ountdown = tq+Cyle−(tq−rt(latest_supportq)) =
Cyle+ rt(latest_supportq) ≥ Cyle−B− 2d. Thus, the earliest real-time a orret node will send Propose-
Pulse message will be at t0 + Cyle− B − 2d. Until that time no orret node will send a Propose-Pulse
or Support-Pulse message or invoke ss-Byz-Agree. Thus the bound of t0 +Cyle−∆byz in Lemma 3.10
an be replaed by t0 + Cyle−B − 2d.
We an now state the xed-point lemma:
Lemma 3.12 If the yle_ountdown ounters of all orret nodes expire in the period [t0, t0 + 5d] and no
orret node sent Support-Pulse in [t0 − (Cyle − 8d), t0] and no orret node invoked ss-Byz-Agree in
[t0 − (∆byz + 6d), t0] then:
1. All orret nodes invoke a pulse within 3d real-time units of eah other before t0 + 9d;
2. There exists a real-time t¯0, t0 + Cyle − 2d ≤ t¯0 ≤ t0 + Cyle + 12d for whih the onditions of
Lemma 3.12 hold by replaing t0 with t¯0.
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Proof: Assume rst that a orret node deided in [t0, t0 + 6d]. Let q be the rst suh orret node
to do so, at some real-time tq. By the Timeliness-Agreement property (1), and sine no orret node has
invoked ss-Byz-Agree in [t0 − (∆byz + 6d), t0], the reording time needs to be in the interval [t0 − 2d, tq].
By Timeliness-Agreement property (1a), in the interval [tq, tq + 3d] all orret nodes will deide, and the
deision of all orret nodes will imply updating of latest_support and the onditions for invoking a pulse
hold.
Moreover, in the interval [tq, tq + 3d] the preonditions of Lemma 3.10 holds. Using Corollary 3.11 for
B = 0 we obtain the bounds of no Support-Pulse in [tq +6d, tq+Cyle− 2d], an interval of Cyle− 8d, and
all yle_ountdown expire within 5d in the interval [tq +Cyle− 2d, tq +Cyle+6d]. Sine tq ∈ [t0, t0+6d],
we onlude that for t¯0 ∈ [tq + Cyle− 2d, tq + Cyle+ 12d] the onditions of the lemma hold.
Otherwise, no orret node deided in [t0, t0+6d]. This implies that all orret nodes will end up sending
their Propose-Pulse by t0+5d and a orret node will send Support-Pulse by t0+6d. Lemma 3.8 ompletes
the proof in a similar way.
Observe that one Lemma 3.12 holds, it will hold as long as the system is oherent, sine its preonditions
ontinuously hold. So to omplete the proof of the theorem we need to show that one the system beomes
oherent, the preonditions of Lemma 3.12 will eventually hold.
Denote by t˜ the real-time at whih the system beame oherent. By Lemma 3.6 by t˜ + Cyle + 4d all
orret node exeutes Line E1. Let t1 be some real-time in that period by whih all orret nodes exeuted
Line E1. If any orret node sends a Support-Pulse message, then by Lemma 3.8 the preondition to
Lemma 3.12 hold.
Assume otherwise. By the Timeliness-separation property there are no onurrent agreements assoiated
with the same sender of Support-Pulse message. Sine the separation between deisions is at least 5d,
every orret node will be aware of a deision before invoking the next ss-Byz-Agree and therefore, the
test in Line D2 will eliminate having more than a single deision per sending node within Cyle− 11d. Sine
Cyle > (10f + 16)d, there will be at most f deisions between t1 and t1 +Cyle− 11d. Sine eah deision
returns reording times to nodes that range over at most 5d real-time window, there should be a real-time
interval [t2, t2 + 5d], that no reording time of any orret node refers to any real-time within it. Note that
t2 ≤ t1+Cyle−11d−5d ≤ t˜+2·Cyle−12d. By Lemma 3.9, by t˜+2·Cyle−12d+Cyle+4d ≤ t˜+3·Cyle−8d
there exist a t3 suh that all orret nodes sends Reset in the interval [t3 − 3d, t3]. Thus, the preonditions
to Lemma 3.10 hold. Thus, by t˜+ 3 ·Cyle− 8d− 3d+Cyle+ 6d = t˜+ 4 ·Cyle− 5d the preonditions to
Lemma 3.12 hold beause either a orret node has sent Support-Pulse before that or from Lemma 3.10.
Thus the system onverges within less than 4 ·Cyle from a oherent state. One an save one Cyle in the
bound by overlapping the rst one with the seond one when the non-faulty nodes are not being onsidered
orret.
From that time on, all orret nodes will invoke pulses within 3d of eah other and their next pulse will be
in the range stated by Lemma 3.12. The Lemma immediately implies that the bound on cycle
max
is Cyle+9d.
Similarly, it laims that past t0 +9d no Propose-Pulse will be sent before t0 +Cyle− 2d, thus potentially
the shortest time span between pulses at a node is Cyle − 11d. This implies that cycle
min
= Cyle − 11d.
Moreover, the disussion also implies that:
Lemma 3.13 One the onditions of Lemma 3.12 hold, no orret node will invoke more than a single pulse
in every cycle
min
real-time interval. It will invoke at least one pulse in every cycle
max
real-time interval.
This onludes the Convergene requirement with σ = 3d, sine the orret nodes will always invoke
pulses within 3d real-time units of eah other. This ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 (Closure) If the system is in a synhronized pulse_state at time ts, then the system is in a
synhronized pulse_state at time t, t ≥ ts.
Proof: Let the system be in a synhronized pulse_state at the time immediately following the time the
last orret node sent its Propose-Pulse message. Thus, all orret nodes have sent their Propose-Pulse
messages. As a result, all will invoke their pulses within 3d of eah other, and will reset yle_ountdown to
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be at least Cyle − 2d. The faulty nodes may not inuene the yle length to be shorter than cycle
min
or
longer than cycle
max
.
Thus we have proved the main theorem:
Theorem 3 (Convergene and Closure) The Ab-Pulse-Synh algorithm solves the Self-stabilizing Pulse
Synhronization Problem if the system remains oherent for at least 4 yles.
Proof: Convergene follows from Theorem 1. The rst Closure ondition follows from Theorem 2. The
seond Closure ondition follows from Lemma 3.13.
Sine we dened non-faulty to be onsidered orret within 2 yles, we onlude:
Corollary 3.14 From an arbitrary state, one the network beome orret and n−f nodes are non-faulty, the
Ab-Pulse-Synh algorithm solves the Self-stabilizing Pulse Synhronization Problem if the system remains
so for at least 6 yles.
Lemma 3.15 ( Join of reovering nodes) If the system is in synhronized state, a reovered node beomes
synhronized with all orret nodes within ∆node time.
Proof: The proof follows the arguments used in the proofs leading to Theorem 3. Within a yle of
non-faulty behavior of the reovering node it lears its variable and data strutures of old values. Within
cycle
max
it will synhronize with all other orret nodes, though it might not issue a pulse if it issued one
in the rst Cyle. But by the end of ∆node its yle_ountdown will synhronize with all the orret nodes
and will onsequently produe the next pulse in synhrony with them.
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